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Unit 1 – Jobs in a salon
Talk about the skills and qualities a hairdresser needs (Speaking A2)
Talk about your daily routine at work (Speaking A2 / B1)
Present your salon (Speaking A2)
Welcome a customer to the salon (Speaking A2)
Write a blog post about your experiences as an apprentice (Writing A2 / B1)
Read an article about the beginnings of hairdressing (Reading B1)
Listen to a hairdresser taking an appointment on the phone (Listening A2)
Practise trouble-free grammar: Adverbs of frequency
Boost your vocabulary: Salon equipment
Duties in the salon
Unit 2 – Get the look!
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Talk about different hairstyles (Speaking A2 / B1)
Describe how to create updos for special occasions (Speaking B1)
Advise customers on appropriate hairstyles for their facial shapes (Speaking A2 / B1)
Present a celebrity’s hairstyle (Speaking A2 / B1)
Write a blog post about today’s fashion and hairstyle trends (Writing B1)
Read an article about fashion trends in the 20th century (Reading B1)
Listen to a hairdresser recommending a festive hairstyle (Listening A2 / B1)
Practise trouble-free grammar: Comparison of adjectives
Boost your vocabulary: Hairstyles and updos
Unit 3 – Cut out for this job
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Give advice to young hairdressers (Speaking A2)
Talk about different haircuts and hairstyles (Speaking A2)
Talk to customers in a salon (Speaking B1)
Write instructions for specific haircuts (Writing B1)
Read an article about an all-time classic: the bob (Reading B1)
Listen to a conversation in a barbershop (Listening A2)
Practise trouble-free grammar: Giving advice
Boost your vocabulary: Different kinds of haircuts
Cutting techniques
Unit 4 – Show your true colours
Talk about natural and artificial hair colours (Speaking A2)
Give advice based on colour theory (Speaking A2 / B1)
Describe various methods for colouring hair (Speaking B1)
Give a presentation about your role model’s achievements (Speaking B1)
Write a blog post about trendy hair colours (Writing B1)
Read an article about the science of hair colours (Reading B1)
Read the biography of the person who invented the colour wheel (Reading A2)
Listen to a conversation about a colour change (Listening B1)
Practise trouble-free grammar: The passive voice
Boost your vocabulary: Hair colours
Colouring techniques
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Unit 5 – Catching the wave
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Advise customers on permanent changes to their hair (Speaking A2)
Explain how the perming / straightening process works (Speaking B1)
Deal with complaints in a salon (Speaking B1)
Write a professional answer to an e-mail of complaint (Writing B1)
Read an article about sustainability in a hair salon (Reading B1)
Listen to a conversation about a chemical straightening treatment (Listening B1)
Practise trouble-free grammar: Modal verb could
Boost your vocabulary: Perming and perming techniques
Dealing with complaints
Unit 6 – A beautiful career
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Talk about your future plans (Speaking A2)
Discuss additional services in a salon (Speaking A2)
Present a make-up look (Speaking B1)
Write an e-mail asking for a professional reference (Writing B1)
Write a reply to a blog post about donating hair for charity (Writing A2 / B1)
Read an article about the British Hairdressing Awards (Reading B1)
Read a text about wig making (Reading B1)
Listen to an interview with Gina Aichbauer, the first woman to win the Austrian Hairdressing
Awards (Listening B1)
Practise trouble-free grammer: Phrasal verbs
Boost your vocabulary: Additional services in a salon
Make-up
Self-assessment Checklist Units 1–6
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